


The White Parrot 

!  Count marries poor girl, fathers twins with stars on 
foreheads, leaves for war 

!  Butler writes that Countess has an affair with black 
man and given birth to mulatto twins 

!  Count writes back to kill the children and imprison 
his wife 

!  Butler throws them into river in a glass box  

!  Old fisherman pulls them out in his net and raises 
them until he and his wife die 

!  Count returns, Butler sends witch to kill them 



The White Parrot 
!  Witch tells sister to get silver water from a spring with a little jug 

and pour it in garden 

!  Old man tells brother to get water when Lion guarding the fountain 
has his eyes open 

!  Witch tells sister to get acorns of silver and gold from an oak by 
fetching a twig 

!  Old man tells brother to wait until snake guarding the snake tree 
falls asleep then fetch twig 

!  Witch tells sister about White Parrot 

!  Old man sends Brother to beautiful garden with birds on trees, and 
not to go near them; Parrot sits on revolving round stone asking 
Who can catch me? 



The White Parrot 

!  Brother petrified by not waiting until Parrot sleeps 

!  Witch sends sister who waits and brings all the 
petrified statues back to life, including their Father 

!  Children tell story of glass box and fisherman at 
dinner and Count asks for the silk they had been 
wrapped in, recognizes his coat of arms 

!  Return to castle with the Parrot, fetches wife from 
prison, who takes away the bands from their 
foreheads, revealing the stars 

!  Butler killed, witch escapes, the four live happily ever 
after with the white Parrot 



Commentary: Quaternities 

!  1st: Count, Wife, Children, Butler in the background 

!  2nd: Fisherman, Wife, and Twins, with Butler, Witch, 
Count in background 

!  3rd: Count, Countess, Twins with Parrot 

!  Story migrated from India, to Persia, to Spain when 
Arabic alchemical texts were translated 

!  Hence silver water, gold and silver acorns, maybe 
from parable of Bernardus Trevisanus (16th c.) 



Commentary 

!  Count has feeling relationship with the feminine, 
hence not killed, but blind to shadow (Butler) 

!  Spanish cavalier out of touch with reality (Don 
Quixote) 

!  Unintegrated shadow of sexual passion (negro 
Moorish, Arabic), archetype of Great Mother 

!  Infant Exile (Sargon, Moses, Ramses III; “Devil with 
Three Golden Hairs”) 

!  Otto Rank , Birth of the Hero (see Segal) 



Commentary 

!  Glass case: alchemical image of symbol of spiritual matter like 
crystal; insulates and isolates (cuts off feeling, human contact) 

!  Children marked by stars as special (Niklaus von der Flüe saw 
star while in womb) 

!  Ba soul in Egypt (hieroglyph of star or bird) 

!  Roman male genius: potency and brilliance; apotheosis of 
Emperor 

!  Astrology: individual essence of personality 

!  Christ and Mary as Morning Star 

!  Jungian symbol of the Self, Tarot Card 



Commentary 

!  Twin children kernel of spontaneous authenticity, 
union of male and female 

!  Female twin closer to principle of evil repressed by 
Christianity (Eva/Ave split) 

!  Mary as rescuing principle; Witch dark side of pagan 
earth goddess, balanced by Old Man 

!  Incremental repetition of 4 stations: Well, Oak, 2 visits 
to Parrot 



Commentary 

!  Well / Fountain / Spring: universal motif (Hesperides, 
Samaritan Woman, Lady of the Fountain) 

!  Alchemical sources in Zosimos: silver water lunar, 
feminine flow of unconscious libido, nature 

!  Lion: Egyptian alchemical symbol of double lion, agent of 
resurrection at midnight; death bed of resurrection with 
lion head facing in opposite directions at either end 

!  Guardian of the underworld; rage, power, passion 

!  Like dragon with pearl, gold, or water of life (Gnostic, 
Nordic) 



Commentary 

!  Oak and Acorns: alchemical symbolism in Mysterium 
Coniunctionis 

!  Parable of Bernard Trevisanus (15thc.): adept to clear 
spring with bright stone secured in oak where King 
has his bath (“Yvain”) 

!  Oak and well maternal womb of rebirth, acorns unite 
male and female, sun and moon 

!  Parrot in Persian and Turkish tale from The Tuti-
Nameh, The Book of the Parrot 

!  Omniscience of Muhammed, Koran as Language of 
the Birds, Hoopoe in Attar’s Conference of the Birds 



Commentary 

!  Parrot evasive, mercurial ambiguity of the 
unconscious (Proteus parallel) 

!  Muhammed as singing nightingale, pearls of 
wisdom, knowledge of all things past and present 

!  Snake: Ouroboros union male / female, creation / 
destruction, physical / spiritual 

!  Yggdrasil, Huluppu Tree, Eden, Hesperides 

!  Petrification as mechanical repetition of outworn, 
dogmatic, religious ideas and rituals (“Parroting”) 

!  Sunnies vs. Shiites, compensation of Fairy Tales 

















Star and Ba Soul 















Lions and Fountains 

























































Secret of Bath Bâdgerd 

!  Hâtim’s City (Old Man at Gate) 

!  Desert to Village with Dragons 

!  Crossroads, Briar Patch, Animals, Scorpions 

!  King Hârith of Qâ’tan 

!  Bath Gate Dome 

!  Mirror guide to Bath 

!  Gayomard’s Garden and Palace with Parrot 

!  Return to Qâ’tan and Hâtim’s City 



The Secret of Bath Bâdgerd 

!  7th task of Hâtim Tâi: explore the Castle of 
Nothingness 

!  Old man at Gate leaving the City: none ever comes 
back, King Hârith of Qâ’tan imprisons seekers 

!  Go beyond mountain with cypress trees to desert 
crossroads, turn left, right more dangerous 

!  Village sacrificing girls to dragon, which Hâtim tricks 
(talisman in water weakens, burned in barrel) 

!  King gives him gold and silver 



The Secret of Bath Bâdgerd 

!  Lost in thorn bush, confused by crossroads 

!  Takes wrong path: animals killed when old man 
instructs him to throw talisman (earth turns yellow, 
black, green, red) 

!  Forest of bronze where scorpions killed same way 

!  Arrives a Qât’an with diamonds, rubies, pearls 

!  Tricks King with 2 promises to let him go to Bâdgerd 

!  Gate to Bath: dome-like top of a mountain guarded 
by Saman Idrak’s army; shows him permit (!) 



The Secret of Bath Bâdgerd 

!  Sâmân leads him to immense door reaching to 
heavens with inscription in Syrian: King Gayomard’s 
enchanted palace with gardens 

!  Steps through door and everything disappears 
leaving only desert and Nothingness 

!  Man comes with mirror and leads him to Bath: 
immense cupola; inside trapped in stone, undresses, 
pours water on head three times 

!  Thunderclap, darkness, water rises; swims, touches 
round stone on top, thunder again, and all turns to 
wasteland 



The Secret of Bath Bâdgerd 

!  After 3 days comes to garden with gate open 

!  Garden disappears, reappears, gorges on fruit 

!  Castle surrounded by stone statues, parrot calling 
from inside, and inscription: King Gayomard built it 
to protect diamond that shines like the sun and moon 

!  He who shoots parrot with bow and arrow will break 
spell; turned to stone if he misses 

!  Hâtim hits in on third try, progressively petrified 

!  Thunder, bird disappears, leaving diamond and 
statues all come back to life; return to Qât’an 



Secret of Bath Bâdgerd 

!  Hâtim’s City (Old Man at Gate) 

!  Desert to Village with Dragons 

!  Crossroads, Briar Patch, Animals, Scorpions 

!  King Hârith of Qâ’tan 

!  Bath Gate Dome 

!  Mirror guide to Bath 

!  Gayomard’s Garden and Palace with Parrot 

!  Return to Qâ’tan and Hâtim’s City 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=k7vAOqN98nk 



Commentary 

!  Tomb of Hâtim Tâi: stone bowl with 8 women at 4 
corners a Grail symbol, feeding the poor 

!  Frame tales: Tuti  Nameh Hindu original “Cuka 
Saptati: 70 Stories of the Parrot,” trans. into Persian 
14thc., Arabic and Turkish in 17thc. 

!  “King and the Corpse” in Zimmer: vetala (demon) in 
corpse King carries while it tells stories until saving 
King from murderous monk; ultimate vision of Shiva 

!  Nizami’s “7 Stories of 7 Princesses” (12thc.) 

!  Arabian Nights (800 AD Baghdad) 



Commentary 

!  Initiations into feminine, positive and negative with 
therapeutic power (Bettelheim) 

!  Parrot therefore personification of the unconscious, 
which spins tales every night in form of dreams 

!  Spiritual numinosity of the unconscious 
communicating something essential 

!  Religious function of the psyche (Corbett) and of 
storytelling, promoting maturing process of 
individuation and differentiation of archetypes 



Commentary 

!  Hâtim Tâi poet of 6th or 7thc., Princely patron of 
Gnostic alchemy in Arabic traditions 

!  Symbolism of the Hero: vocation, personification of 
the Self (Gawain, fearless, intrepid; Perceval, 
uncertainties of modern man) 

!  Queen as anima figure initiating the journey into the 
unknown 

!  Djin and King’s daughter (Perseus, Theseus, St. 
George, Siegfried, etc.) 

!  Djin as pagan gods demonized by Islam (like Wotan’s 
horse foot transferred to the Devil, or Merlin) 



Commentary 

!  Old man and crossroads confusion (labyrinth) 

!  Demonic wild animals: Cadmus and Harmony 
amplification (Dragon teeth in Grove of Ares) 

!  Scorpion: Rev. 9: 1-3, 7-11; Scorpio (“stirb und 
werde”); Guardians in Gilgamesh 

!  4 Colors: Adam Kadmon in Jewish Gnosticism (prima 
materia, dirt from four quadrants) 

!  Gayomard the Persian Adam: after his death all 
metals come from his body, and first couple from 
rhubarb plants at his feet 



Commentary 

!  P’an Ku: feet and arms mountains of 4 quarters, face 
in the center, mandala (Creation Myths) 

!  Anthropos in Psychology and Alchemy: Gayomard, 
Anthropos, Adam Kadmon soul or psyche scattered 
into material world to be reconstructed in its original 
shape by extracting world soul from dead matter 

!  Ricorso, Hologlyph, Shevirah and Tikkun 

!  Essenes and Adam Kasia: soul after death built up as 
replica of original cosmic figure 



Commentary 

!  First Adam embraces all that is to exist in the future 
cosmos (see Hermann Broch’s Golem) 

!  Each organ a world in itself: see Medieval Micro/
Macrocosm imagery 

!  Budge on Syrian “Book of the Cave of Treasures”: 
Adam’s body a quaternity, made of earth from 4 
quarters with 4 colors 

!  4 letters of “Adam”: east-sunrise; sunset-west; bear-
north; noon-south 

!  4 Children and Marriage Quaternity 



Commentary 

!  Images of Godhead in the unconscious: dreams of Poincaré 
(Fuchsian equations) and Kekulé (Benzene ring) 

!  Anthropos slain, decayed, drowned, dismembered then 
recollected, resurrected: prima materia, Anima mundi, Self 

!  Immortal Self symbolized by diamond, pearl, philosopher’s 
stone Mirror and the barber (Zosimos: flaying, shedding skin, 
losing hair during night-sea journey in belly of the whale) 

!  Mirror in Islamic mysticism 

!  Bath: Hâtim drowning in alchemical solutio (nekyia, descent 
into the unconscious) 

!  Gerard de Nerval’s angel as the Self dying into material 
manifestation (Christian “kenosis”) 



Commentary 

!  Garden of illusion, Parrot and Statues: Zen and the art 
of archery (Self, Tao replaces Ego) 

!  Diamond as Philosopher’s Stone, Immortal Self 

!  Vajra in Tibetan Buddhism (Lightning Bolt of 
Enlightenment shatters Maya) 

!  Statues in Jung’s Mysterium Coniunctionis: resurrected 
body of the Self, Egyptian ritual in funeral chamber 

!  Alchemical symbol of stone as immortal body 
resurrected after prima materia is burned and 
transformed: andrias statue in Komarios 



Commentary 

!  Diamond oneness, totality of the Self, integrating 
spirit and body 

!  Parroting mechanical dogmatism that misses the 
message, turning men into stone 

!  Parrot as ornithological necrotype, representing the 
soul after death 

!  See also Farid Attar’s Hoopoe Bird as Messenger of 
God in The Conference of the Birds 

!  René Guenon on Koran as “Language of the 
Birds” (dhikr as angel and bird) 



Microcosmoi 











Domes 



























































































!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Byk9Is3TjY 


